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In this paper, the effects of solvent flow, dopant flow, and lamp power on proton transfer
ionization in dopant-assisted (DA) atmospheric pressure photoionization (APPI) are investi-
gated. A broad theoretical framework is presented, describing the primary photoionization
process, the formation of protonated-solvent cluster ions, and the balance between analyte ion
creation via proton transfer and loss via recombination. The principal experimental test system
utilized methanol as the solvent, toluene as the dopant, and acridine as the analyte.
Comparisons are made between acridine and a less basic compound, 9-methylanthracene
(9-MA). Experimental determinations of the trends in the analyte MH� signal and the total ion
current (TIC) with variations in the subject parameters are provided. Experimental results and
theory demonstrate that both the analyte signal and the TIC approach asymptotic limits with
increases in dopant flow and/or lamp current (two factors which dictate the rate of photoion
generation). The data show that these limits are lowered at higher solvent flow rates. These
results are attributed to the recombination loss process, the rate of which increases with the
second power of ion concentration. We deduce that the recombination rate constant increases
with solvent flow rate, a consequence of the growth of ion-solvent clusters. Cluster growth is
also believed to be a factor in the dramatic loss of sensitivity for 9-MA that occurs as the solvent
flow is raised, because larger protonated-solvent cluster ions have greater solvation energies
and may be unreactive with compounds having low gas-phase basicity and/or low solvation
energy. (J Am Soc Mass Spectrom 2005, 16, 1275–1290) © 2005 American Society for Mass
Spectrometry

Photoionization (PI) is the latest means of ioniza-
tion to be incorporated into atmospheric pressure
ionization (API) sources for liquid chromatogra-

phy-mass spectrometry (LC-MS). The original motiva-
tion for the development of atmospheric pressure pho-
toionization (APPI) sources was the demand for a
method or device capable of expanding the range of
compounds amenable to LC-MS to include nonpolar
compounds not readily ionized by either electrospray
[1, 2] or atmospheric pressure chemical ionization
(APCI) [3, 4]. In recent years, two approaches towards
utilizing PI at atmospheric pressure have emerged:
dopant-assisted (DA) APPI [5] and direct APPI [6].
Recent review papers provide details of the two
APPI-MS methods [7, 8]. This paper is concerned
mainly with DA-APPI.
As is often the case for new technologies, the practi-

cal application of DA-APPI has outpaced the develop-
ment of detailed knowledge regarding the mechanisms
responsible for its performance. DA-APPI relies upon
gas-phase ion-molecule reactions to place a charge on
neutral analytes, so it is especially important that these
reactions be well understood. The groups of Kostiainen
and Bruins have completed several studies of the reac-
tion chemistry of DA-APPI and the effects of solvent
and dopant composition on the ionization efficiencies of
different classes of compounds [9–13]. These studies
have identified factors determining whether or not a
particular analyte will be ionized under a given set of
conditions, so that a judicious selection of solvent and
dopant can be made to promote ionization of the
compound of interest. For example, when the mobile
phase transporting the analyte is comprised wholly or
partially of either methanol or acetonitrile, and when
toluene is used as a dopant, DA-APPI can deliver a
proton to the analyte, provided that the analyte has a
gas-phase basicity (GB) above that of the major compo-
nents of the sample stream (this simple criterion ignores
solvation effects, which are also a factor [14–16]; see
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Theory section, below). Under these conditions, the
toluene photoions react with the solvent—through a
mechanism involving the clustering of solvent around
the photoions—with the result that the majority of the
positive charge ultimately delivered resides with pro-
tonated solvent ions and their clusters [9, 11]. These
solvent-derived ions serve as reagents for proton trans-
fer ionization. This indirect ionization mechanism was
unanticipated by the developers of DA-APPI, but it has
nevertheless proven to be effective, since the sensitivity
of DA-APPI utilizing proton transfer can be higher than
conventional APCI [5, 17]. Charge exchange (electron-
transfer) ionization of nonpolar analytes can also be
effected via DA-APPI. For charge exchange to occur, the
ionization energy (IE) of the analyte must be lower than
the recombination energy of the dopant photoions.
Further, the dopant photoions must not react with the
solvent, since these reactions deplete the population of
charge exchange reagents. Early experiments showed
that the latter requirement could be met when using
toluene dopant in combination with normal-phase sol-
vents such as hexane, iso-octane, and chloroform [9, 11].
An important recent discovery is that anisole photoions
do not react with methanol or acetonitrile, so now
anisole may be utilized as a dopant to promote the
ionization of nonpolar compounds under reverse-phase
chromatographic conditions [13].
Notwithstanding the significant progress made to

date, a number of performance characteristics of the
DA-APPI source have yet to be described in the litera-
ture and/or adequately explained. One such character-
istic is that the sensitivity of the method is diminished
as the flow of the solvent is increased, a trend which
cannot be prevented by increasing the dopant flow or
the current of the discharge lamp [18]. This trend has
been noted in application papers [19, 20], and in a
conference presentation [21], but no study dedicated to
the phenomenon has been published. A related param-
eter is the dopant flow rate, usually set to a value 5–10%
of the solvent. This empirically-determined [18] range
has become the standard for the DA-APPI method [22],
though it has not been explained. Another relevant
parameter is the power of the discharge lamp, which
governs the rate of photon production. The commercial
DA-APPI device (PhotoSpray) utilizes a DC krypton
discharge lamp [23] operated at a reduced current level
(�0.7 mA), roughly one-third of its maximum. This
design stems from an observation made during the
early development of DA-APPI: when a dopant is used,
the signal does not depend strongly on the lamp current
[18]. Consequently, the low current setting of the Pho-
toSpray source does not diminish the sensitivity of the
method, while it does prolong the lifetime of the
discharge lamp. To our knowledge, the (lack of) effect
of lamp current has not been explained or documented
in the literature.
This investigation regards proton transfer ionization

in DA-APPI. The first objective is to establish a docu-
mentary record of the effects of solvent flow, dopant

flow, and lamp current on the analyte ionization effi-
ciency of the method, as well as on the total ion current
(TIC) delivered. Accordingly, the experiments de-
scribed here have been designed to identify and illus-
trate performance trends characteristic of DA-APPI, not
to test hypotheses regarding fundamental mechanisms.
Nevertheless, an extensive literature describing physi-
cal processes relevant to DA-APPI does exist. From this
literature, and our own experience, we have con-
structed a theoretical framework describing the opera-
tive mechanisms of the method. A second objective of
this study is, then, to present this theory, for discussion
of the results at hand and as a basis for future investi-
gations.

Experimental

Chemicals

The principal test system utilized methanol as the
solvent, toluene as the dopant, and acridine (GB� 940.7
kJ mol�1) as the analyte. (Note: all GB values in this
paper are from reference [24]). Select experiments were
repeated using acetonitrile as the solvent and 9-methy-
lanthracene (9-MA, GB� 865.8 kJ mol�1) as the analyte.
Acridine and 9-MAwere from Sigma-Aldrich (Oakville,
Ontario, Canada). Methanol, acetonitrile, and toluene
were from Fisher Scientific (Ottawa, Ontario, Canada).
All solvents were HPLC grade. All chemicals were used
as received.

Sample Preparation

Stock solutions of 10�2 M were prepared for acridine
and 9-MA in methanol and acetonitrile, respectively.
The acridine stock solution was diluted to make sepa-
rate 10 �M solutions in each of methanol and acetoni-
trile. The 9-MA stock solution was diluted to make
separate 50 �M solutions in each of methanol and
acetonitrile.

Instrumentation

The analyte solution, solvent, and dopant were deliv-
ered separately via syringe pumps from Harvard Ap-
paratus (Holliston, MA). The analyte solution and sol-
vent make-up flow were combined in a tee before
delivery into the ion source. For each of the experi-
ments, the analyte solution was introduced at a fixed
rate, so that the mass flow rate of analyte was constant
even if the solvent flow was varied. For the parametric
survey experiments, the following analyte solution flow
rates were used: 3 �l min�1 for acridine, providing a
mass flow of 30 pmol min�1, and 2 �l min�1 for 9-MA,
providing a mass flow of 100 pmol min�1. For full-scan
spectra (excluding the dopant-only experiments), the
analyte solutions were introduced at 20 �l min�1 for
acridine and 10 �l min�1 for 9-MA, while the total
solvent flow rate was 200 �l min�1.
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The DA-APPI source was a PhotoSpray source from
MDS Sciex (Concord, Ontario, Canada). This Photo-
Spray source is based upon a design originally de-
scribed for MDS Sciex’s API 100/300/3000 series of
mass spectrometers [5]. [Note that a new, significantly
altered version of the PhotoSpray source has recently
been introduced by MDS Sciex, for use with its API
4000/5000 instruments. In the new design, no field-free
conduit has been provided between the vaporizer, the
primary PI region, and the inlet of the MS. This change
affects the DA-APPI method in a number of ways, so
comparisons between the two source designs must be
made with caution.] A schematic of the PhotoSpray
source is provided in Figure 1.°The°distance°between°the
PI region and the exit of the vapor conduit is about 3
cm, and the diameter of the conduit is 0.7 cm. The
control unit provided with the Photospray source was
not used because it did not allow the lamp current to be
varied; instead, the ion source was powered by a
custom HV supply (Electrical Services Shop, Chemistry
Department, UBC) that allowed the lamp current to be
varied between about 0.2 and 2 mA, in steps of 0.2 mA.
A setting of 0.8 mA was used for those experiments not
including lamp current as a variable. The offset voltage
applied to the source block and transfer tube was fixed
at 1.5 kV for all the MS experiments (curtain plate at 1.0
kV) and 0.5 kV for the ion current measurements
(curtain plate at 0 V).
The heater around the quartz tube of the vaporizer

was powered and controlled via a variable transformer.
The temperature of the heater was monitored via the
vaporizer’s built-in thermocouple and a model HH502
thermometer from Omega (Stamford, CT). The power
to the heater was manually adjusted to maintain the
desired heater temperature. The temperature of the
vapor exiting the conduit of the ion source was mea-

sured in separate experiments using a second thermo-
couple, with the ion source removed from the mass
spectrometer. For methanol and acetonitrile, at liquid
flow rates ranging from 25 to 1000 �l min�1, the vapor
temperature at the source exit varied over a small range
(��15 °C), centered around 200 °C for heater T �
400 °C, and 250 °C for heater T � 500 °C. Unless other-
wise noted, the heater temperature was fixed at 400 °C.
For all the experiments, the total volumetric flow rate

of the vapor was fixed at 7.0 l min�1, at the temperature
and pressure (assumed to be 760 torr) of the vapor
exiting the source. By so doing, because the mass flow
rate of analyte was also held constant, the number
density of the analyte within the vapor was fixed. This
also ensured a constant transport/reaction period
within the conduit (�10 ms for these conditions). To
maintain constant total volumetric flow, the auxiliary
gas flow was adjusted to compensate for differences in
the volume of gas produced by vaporization of varying
flows of solvent and dopant. The flow rates of the
nebulizer and lamp gases were fixed at 1.0 l min�1 (at
STP). Ideal gas behavior was assumed for each compo-
nent of the vapor. The auxiliary gas set point was
redetermined for each solvent flow rate and each heater
temperature. Model 810C mass flow controllers from
Sierra Instruments (Monterey, CA) were used to set the
flow rates of the lamp, nebulizer, and auxiliary gases.
Pre-purified grade nitrogen from Praxair (Mississauga,
Ontario, Canada) was used for all the gases.
The mass spectrometer used was a prototype single-

quadrupole instrument from MDS Sciex (circa 1995).
The vacuum interface and ion optics path of this instru-
ment are closely related to those of subsequent API 100
series instruments. The housing of the PhotoSpray
source was compatible with the vacuum interface of the
MS and could be directly mounted without modifica-

Figure 1. Schematic of DA-APPI source.
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tion. For acridine, the optimal orifice plate (OR) and
focusing ring (RNG) voltages were 50 and 220 V,
respectively, whereas for 9-MA they were 30 and 150 V.
These values were used for all experiments besides the
full scan acquisitions, for which OR and RNG were set
to 10 and 50 V, to minimize collision-induced dissocia-
tion. For the parametric surveys, the measured quantity
was the height of the peak due to the protonated-
analyte. The scan ranges for acridine and 9-MA were
179-181 and 192–194 Da, respectively. The step size was
0.1 Da and the dwell time was 50 ms. Each data point
presented here is the mean determined from 60 scans.
For all the full scan spectra, the scan range was 20–400
Da, the step size was 0.1 Da, the dwell time was 1 ms,
and the mean of 10 scans is presented. The resolution of
the quadrupole was set so that the peak width at
half-height was �0.6 Da across the mass range of
interest.
The total ion current (TIC) delivered by the Photo-

Spray source was also determined in a number of
experiments. Knowledge of the TIC allows calculation
of the terminal number density of charged particles in
the vapor, since the TIC is equal to the product of the
volumetric flow rate and the charge density. The TIC
determinations are based upon the measurement of
positive ions impinging upon the curtain plate, and
they require that all ions emitted from the source be
discharged on the curtain plate. The current measure-
ments were made with a model 427 current amplifier
from Kiethley Instruments (Cleveland, OH) and a
model TDS 340A digital oscilloscope from Tektronix
(Wilsonville, OR). The gain on the current amplifier was
108 V A�1, and the risetime was 100 ms. Each data point
is the mean of 1000 samples acquired over a period of
10 s on the oscilloscope. The 500 V potential difference
between the ion source and the curtain plate was the
same as that used during the regular MS experiments,
so the electric field between the source and the curtain
plate was consistent between the two groups of exper-
iments. The orifice plate voltage was set to �50 V, so
that there was a potential minimum at the curtain plate,
and no positive ions escaped detection.

Theory

Photoionization

In the DA-APPI source under investigation here, the
liquid sample stream and dopant are vaporized, then
delivered via a conduit to the PI region, where the
mixture is irradiated through a side-channel by the
adjacent krypton discharge lamp (h� � 10.0 and 10.6
eV). The dopant (D) has IE � h�, and usually the
solvent (S) has IE � h�. Irradiation of the vapor results
in direct PI of the dopant, as well as photoexcitation of
the dopant and the solvent:

D�hv ¡D�·� e� (1)

D�hv ¡D∗ (2)

S�hv ¡ S∗ (3)

The carrier gas (nitrogen) is assumed to be transparent
to the VUV photons, and the analyte and solvent
additives are assumed to be at concentrations low
enough so that their contribution to the absorption of
the photons can be ignored. From the Beer-Lambert
law, it can be shown that the rate of photon absorption
by the dopant, ID (photons s

�1), is given by

ID� I0
�D nD

�D nD� �S nS
�1� e�x(�DnD��SnS)� (4)

where x � distance across the ionization region (cm), I0
� incident light intensity (photons s�1), �D � absorp-
tion cross section for D (Mb, 1 Mb � 10�18 cm2), nD �
number density of D (cm�3), �S � absorption cross
section for S (Mb), and nS � number density of S (cm�3).
To convert eq 4 into the rate of dopant ion production,
the fate of the excited-state intermediates, D*, must first
be considered: predissociation, fluorescence, collisional
quenching,°and°autoionization°may°all°occur°[25–27].
Since not every photon absorbed by the dopant causes
ionization, we introduce a term, 	T (ions photon

�1), for
the total quantum yield of ionization, which encom-
passes the efficiencies of direct photoionization of D, as
well as autoionization of D*. We assume 	T is indepen-
dent of nD; according to one theory, however, 	T may
be a decreasing function of nS, due to the potential role
of°the°solvent°as°a°collisional°quenching°agent°[26].°The
primary rate of dopant ion generation, RP (ions s

�1), is
then

RP�
dD�·

dt
� ID°·°�T° (5)

From eqs 4 and 5, predictions can be made regarding
the effects of the dopant flow, solvent flow, and lamp
power on the primary rate of ion generation. Starting
with the simple dopant-only case, where no sample
stream is introduced, eqs 4 and 5 show that RP is
expected to increase monotonically with nD as dopant is
added, with the rate of increase diminishing at high nD,
as ID approaches I0. Regarding the solvent, for a con-
stant rate of dopant introduction, ID/I0 will always be
lowered by increasing the solvent flow rate. Con-
versely, ID/I0 is expected to increase continuously as
more dopant is added, for a given solvent flow rate. It
is clear then that ID/I0 should be independent of the
solvent flow rate, provided the ratio of dopant to
solvent is held constant (and assuming all the incident
photons are absorbed). Thus, RP is expected to be
independent of solvent flow for the standard operating
conditions of DA-APPI, where the dopant flow is set to
a fixed percentage of the solvent. Deviations from this
ideal behavior will occur in the event that quenching of
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D* by the solvent becomes a significant process, so that
�T is reduced at higher solvent flows. Lastly, it is
expected that RP will be directly proportional to I0.
In a separate suite of experiments, through the use of

an ionization detector, we have measured the primary
ion current generated via photoionization of dopant
(toluene), in the presence of solvent (methanol), as a
function°of°lamp°current°[27,°28].°Our°observations°are
essentially consistent with the expectations derived
from eqs 4 and 5, with the notable addition that �T
appears to increase with the rate of solvent and dopant
flow, though this deduction has not been verified. In
any event, this work established that for a given solvent
flow additional primary ion current can always be
generated by raising either the dopant flow or the lamp
current. Hence, a decrease in primary ion production,
due to collisional quenching of D* by the solvent, is not
believed to be the mechanism responsible for the ob-
served loss of sensitivity at high solvent flows.

Ion-Molecule Reactions

Following PI of the dopant, a series of ion-molecule
reactions take place which may ultimately effect analyte
ionization. These reactions occur throughout the period
in which the vapor resides in the field-free transport
tube (�10 ms, depending upon the total volumetric
flow rate of the vapor).
If the solvent contains a polar component such as

methanol, acetonitrile, or water, then one rapid process
is successive clustering of polar solvent molecules
around the dopant photoions:

D�·� S↔D�·(S) (6a)

D�·(S)n�1� S↔D�·(S)n (6b)

Equation 6a is the first step in the clustering process,
while 6b represents an exchange equilibrium. The for-
ward rates of these reactions are expected to be very
fast, since the number density of the solvent is large and
the product clusters are stabilized by three-body colli-
sions at atmospheric pressure. Assuming the clustering
reactions are second-order and collision limited (i.e., k6

°10�9°cm3°s�1°[14,°29]),°calculations°of°the°half-lives°of
the clustering reactions, using typical values of nS,
indicate that an equilibrium distribution of cluster sizes
is expected to be established within microseconds. The
relative abundance of each cluster size is determined by
the number density of the solvent, the binding strength
of the solvent monomer with each cluster, and temper-
ature.
Prior work has shown clustering to be a factor in the

generation of protonated solvent ions from toluene
dopant°photoions°[9,°11].°This°phenomenon—transfer
of a proton from toluene photoions to solvent neutrals
having lower proton affinity (PA)—has been attributed
to the presence of solvent clusters that have PAs signif-
icantly higher than those of the individual monomers

[11].°From°the°findings°of°Kebarle°et°al.°[14°–16],°we
propose a scheme for these reactions that expressly
includes the solvation energies of the clustering process:

D�·(S)n� S↔ SH�(S)m� (n�m)S� (D�H)· (7)

	G7
° �GB[(D�H)·]�GB(S)� 	G0,m

° (SH�)

� 	G0,n
° (D�·)� �RTlnK7 (8)

where �G7
° and K7 are the free-energy change and the

equilibrium constant for eq 7. The solvation clustering
free energies, �G0,n

° and �G0,m
° , are defined by eq 9:

D�·�n(S)¡D�·(S)n 	G0,n
° (D�·) (9a)

SH� �m(S)¡ SH�(S)m 	G0,m
° (SH�) (9b)

It is expected that eq 7 will also reach equilibrium
within microseconds, again, because of the high num-
ber density of solvent molecules in the vapor. For the
simple no clustering case (n � m � 0), eq 8 shows that
eq 7 will only proceed if GB(S) is greater than GB[(D �
H)·]. Hence, unsolvated toluene photoions are not ex-
pected to undergo proton transfer reactions with meth-
anol (GB � 724.5 kJ mol�1), acetonitrile (GB � 748 kJ
mol�1), or water (GB� 660 kJ mol�1), since these are all
less basic than the benzyl radical (GB � 800.7 kJ mol�1)
[24].° In° the°DA-APPI° source,° though,°methanol°and
acetonitrile°do° react°with° toluene°photoions° [9].°We
propose that the energy required to make eq 7 exoergic
for toluene photoions with methanol and acetonitrile is
supplied from the difference in solvation energies be-
tween the clusters D�·(S)n and SH

�(S)m. In other words,
the clustering process provides more stabilization to
SH� than it does D�·, which compensates for the
unfavorable �GB of the reaction. Unfortunately, this
hypothesis cannot be readily confirmed via calculation,
since, to our knowledge, thermodynamic data specific
to the formation of toluene radical cation clusters are
unavailable. Qualitative arguments can, however, be
made to rationalize the effect. For example, the extra
stabilization provided the protonated methanol ions,
relative to the toluene radical cations, is attributed to
the strong hydrogen bonds that dipolar protonated
methanol°forms°with°other°methanol°molecules°[16,°30],
whereas the electrostatic binding of methanol to toluene
photoions is relatively weak, due to the delocalized
positive charge of the toluene ions. A similar argument
could be made for the case of acetonitrile, since its
protonated°ions°are°also°dipolar°[31,°32].°Water,°on°the
other hand, has a much lower GB value, and solvation
effects appear to be insufficient to overcome the more
unfavorable �GB of the reaction between it and toluene
photoions,°since°this°reaction°is°not°observed°[11].
Following the proton transfer reaction between do-

pant photoions and the solvent, an equilibrium distri-
bution of protonated solvent clusters will rapidly be
formed. The equilibrium constants for the successive
clustering reactions
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SH�(S)n�1� S↔ SH�(S)n 	Gn�1,n
° (SH�) (10)

are given by

K10�
nSH�(S)n

nSH�(S)n�1
· pS

(11)

where pS is the partial pressure of the solvent. Thus, the
ratios between the number densities of the successive
clusters are determined by the solvent number density
(from which the pS may be calculated) and by the
equilibrium°constants° [15].°Thermodynamic°data°are
available°for°protonated°clusters°of°methanol°[30]°and
acetonitrile°[32],°enabling°calculation°of°the°distribution
of cluster sizes for a given nS and temperature.
The protonated solvent clusters comprise the re-

agents for ionization of the analyte (M) via proton
transfer:

SH�(S)n�M↔MH�(S)m� (1�n�m)S (12)

	G12
° �GB(S)�GB(M)� 	G0,m

° (MH�)

� 	G0,n
° (SH�)� �RTlnK12 (13)

where the solvation energies for the protonated solvent
and analyte are analogous to those defined by eq 9.
From eq 13, clearly the spontaneity of analyte ionization
reactions depends not just on the gas-phase basicities of
the analyte and the solvent, but also on the solvation
energies of their respective protonated ions. Some pro-
tonated analytes may form only weakly-bound clusters,
especially carbon bases which do not provide a site of
localized°positive° charge° [14°–16].° Presumably,° steric
hindrance will also inhibit solvation of analyte ions
with bulky structures, if hydrogen bonding sites are
blocked°[33].°For°these°analytes°whose°ions°form°weak-
ly-bound clusters, the cluster size distribution of the
reagent ions is then an important factor which can affect
ionization efficiency; depending upon �GB for the
reaction, the larger solvent clusters may be unreactive,
because of their higher solvation energies. This means
that as the flow rate of solvent is increased, and the
distribution of clusters is shifted towards larger sizes,
the population of reagents capable of ionizing a species
of fixed GB will be reduced. A lowering of the rate of
analyte ion formation with an increase in solvent flow
rate may thus be expected for analytes with relatively
low gas-phase basicity and/or low solvation energy.

Ion Loss

Loss processes also occur within the DA-APPI source,
limiting both the total ion current and the analyte ion
current which may be delivered by the device. Knowl-
edge of the loss processes operative in DA-APPI can be
obtained from the literature of early API sources that
utilized 63Ni foils as the primary ionization means
[34°–37].°The°63Ni°API°sources°and°this°DA-APPI°source

share a common feature in that primary ionization and
the ensuing reactions occur within a field-free region;
consequently, separation of oppositely-charged species
does not immediately occur within these sources. We
then deduce that two loss processes are operative
within the field-free region of the DA-APPI source:
recombination of oppositely-charged species to form
neutral products, and ambipolar diffusion of charged
species to the walls. At the charge densities present
within the DA-APPI source, recombination is believed
to be the dominant loss process, since the rate of
recombination is proportional to the product of both the
positive and negative charged particle densities. Diffu-
sion losses, meanwhile, are linear with charged particle
density and are believed to have a relatively minor
effect.
Within the photoionization region of the DA-APPI

source, an equilibrium is established between primary
ion formation, recombination loss, and transport of ions
via vapor flow. Ignoring diffusion losses, the applicable
steady-state rate equation is

dn


dt
�
RP
V

� � · n

2 �

F

V
· n
 � 0 (14)

where n� ' n� � n� � the total number density of
charge carriers of either polarity (cm�3), RP is the
primary rate of photoion generation (ions s�1), V �
volume of the PI region (cm3), � � recombination rate
constant (cm3 s�1), and F� total volumetric flow rate of
the vapor (cm3 s�1). A typical value for RP is �3 � 1012

ions s�1 (based upon a measured primary ion current of
�0.5 �A for toluene flow � 20 �l min�1, methanol flow
�°200°�l°min�1,°and°lamp°current°�°0.8°mA°[27,°28]).
The primary ions are assumed to be distributed uni-
formly throughout the cylindrical volume defined by
the cross-sectional area of the vapor conduit (d � 0.7
cm), and the width of the intersecting photon beam (w

 0.4 cm); thus, V
 0.15 cm3. For the sake of simplicity,
following° the° example° of° Siegel° and° Fite° [35],° we
assume a single universal recombination rate constant
of about 10�6 cm3 s�1. A typical volumetric flow rate is
�120 cm3 s�1 (7.0 l min�1). Substitution of these values
into eq 14 enables the determination of the approximate
steady-state concentration of charge carriers in the PI
region: n� 
 4 � 109 cm�3.
Downstream from the primary ionization region, the

number density of charged particles decreases for the
duration of the period in which the vapor resides within
the field-free transport tube. Assuming no local anisot-
ropy and only recombination losses, the number den-
sity of charged particles at any downstream position is
given°by°[38],

n
 �
n0

1�n0 ·� · t
(15)

where n0 is the number density of charge carriers in the
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PI region, and t � time (s), calculated from the down-
stream distance divided by the linear velocity of the
vapor. Assuming the oppositely-charged species of the
vapor are abruptly separated at t � 10 ms (the actual
time of separation depends on not only the volumetric
flow rate, but also the field-penetration into the trans-
port tube), and that no further losses occur, the terminal
number density of ions in the vapor as it exits the
transport tube is then �1 � 108 cm�3 for our example.
Interestingly, this value is insensitive to the rate of
primary ion production: primary photoion currents of
0.05, 0.5, 5, and 50 �A are calculated to yield terminal
ion densities of 9.2, 9.8, 9.9, and 10 � 107 cm�3,
respectively. The recombination rate constant, however,
has a large effect. For RP � 0.5 �A, rate constants of 1,
2, 5, and 10 � 10�7 cm3 s�1 are calculated to yield
terminal ion densities of 9.2, 4.7, 1.9, and 1.0� 108 cm�3,
respectively. Hence, diminishing returns in transmitted
total ion current with increases in primary ion produc-
tion are expected, because of the second-power depen-
dence of recombination on charged particle density,
with the asymptotic limit being a function of the recom-
bination rate constant.

Balance Between Analyte Ion Production and Loss

A balance between analyte ion production via ion-
molecule reactions and loss via recombination is main-
tained throughout the field-free region of the DA-APPI
source. The steady-state rate equation for protonated
analyte ions is

dnMH
dt

� kPT · nM · nR� � · nMH · n� � 0 (16)

where nMH is the number density of protonated analyte
ions (cm�3), kPT is the forward rate constant for the
proton transfer reaction (eq 12), nM is the number
density of neutral analyte molecules (cm�3), nR is the
number density of reagent ions (cm�3), and n� is the
total number density of negative charge carriers (cm�3).
Rearrangement yields an expression for the efficiency of
the method:

nMH
nM

��kPT
�
� ·�nRn�

� (17)

Typical values for kPT and � are about 10�9 and 10�6

cm3 s�1, respectively, so kPT/� 
 10�3. The ratio nR/n�

will always be less than unity, because nR is less than
the total number density of positive charge carriers, n�,
and n� � n�. However, if the only positive charge
carriers are reactive protonated solvent clusters and
analyte ions, and if analyte ions make up a small
fraction of the total, then nR/n� 
 1. In this case, the
ionization efficiency of the method is determined by the
ratio kPT/�, independent of the number density of
reagent ions. Thus, even though recombination losses

during the transport/reaction period severely deplete
the population of reagent ions, the production of ana-
lyte ions may be unaffected (requires that the reagent
ions remain in excess and that analyte ions lost to
recombination reform analyte neutrals).
We previously discussed how increasing the solvent

flow rate will shift the distribution of reagent ion
clusters towards larger sizes. And, we noted that for
those analytes with low gas-phase basicity and/or low
solvation energy, the larger clusters may be unreactive.
For these reasons, the ratio nR/n� will decrease for
some analytes as the solvent flow rate is increased, to
the extent that the population of reactive smaller sol-
vent clusters is transformed into unreactive larger clus-
ters. We then propose that a decrease in ionization
efficiency, nMH/nM, due to a decrease in nR/n�, may be
one mechanism responsible for the decline in DA-APPI
sensitivity at higher solvent flow rates.
(Caveat: the DA-APPI source has a region in which

the recombination loss mechanism is not operative—the
space between the exit of the transfer tube and the inlet
of the mass spectrometer. During the period in which
ions from the tube travel towards the inlet, charge
separation will have already occurred, and further
ion-molecule reactions may proceed in the absence of
recombination. The rate, and therefore the importance,
of these additional reactions is believed to be low,
however, because the number density of reagent ions
will be at its lowest in this region.)

Results and Discussion

Dopant Only

We first examine the ion production of the PhotoSpray
source when dopant alone is provided, in the absence of
a°sample°stream.°Figure°2°shows°spectra°acquired°at
toluene dopant flow rates of 0.2, 1, 5, and 20 �l min�1.
At 0.2 �l min�1, the m/z 92 signal due to the toluene
photoions is the base peak of the spectrum, and the only
other prominent peak is at m/z 106. The m/z 106 peak is
presumed due to ethylbenzene and/or xylene impuri-
ties in the liquid toluene that are ionized by charge
exchange with the toluene photoions. As the toluene
flow rate is increased, the m/z 92 signal increases to a
maximum, then decreases, so that it is smaller at 20 �l
min�1 than at 0.2 �l min�1. At the same time, a number
of new peaks gain prominence, which are attributed to
additional, trace-quantity impurities introduced with
the liquid toluene. The abundance of the primary pho-
toions relative to that of background impurities is then
continuously diminished as more liquid toluene is
added, because, evidently, the photoions are increas-
ingly consumed via reactions with the accompanying
impurities.
We now examine the total yield of ions which may

be°obtained°in°the°dopant-only°case.°Figure°3a°shows
plots of the TIC versus toluene dopant flow rate, for
three°lamp°current°settings.°Figure°3b°is°a°zoomed-in
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display of the same results, showing details of the lower
flow rate data. These plots show that the TIC in the
absence of dopant or solvent flow is very low, and that
a steep increase in the TIC occurs when the dopant flow
is initiated. For each lamp current setting, the slope of
the plot is regressive, continuously decreasing as the

dopant flow rate is increased, until the TIC becomes
nearly constant with further increases in dopant flow.
Thus, there appears to be a limit to the TIC which can be
obtained by increasing the dopant flow rate.
Regarding°the°effect°of°the°lamp°current,°Figure°3

shows that raising the lamp current may also increase
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Figure 2. Spectra acquired with only toluene dopant being introduced into the source. (a)–(d)
correspond to toluene flow rates of 0.2, 1, 5, and 20 �l min�1, respectively.
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Figure 3. (a) Plots of the TIC, measured at the curtain plate versus toluene dopant flow rate, for three
lamp current settings. No solvent is added. (b) A zoomed-in version of (a).
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the TIC, but the effect is smaller at higher dopant flow
rates. For example, by raising the lamp current from its
lowest setting to its highest, 0.2 to 1.9 mA, the TIC at
dopant flows of 1, 10, and 100 �l min�1 is increased by
103, 28, and 13%, respectively. Additional TIC versus
lamp°current°results°are°plotted°in°Figure°4.°These°data
confirm that the gains in TIC to be had by raising the
lamp current are minimal at dopant flow rates at or
above about 10 �l min�1, and that the relative gains
becomes smaller as the dopant flow is increased. Thus,
the apparent limit in the TIC which can be obtained by
increasing the dopant flow rate may not be substan-
tially elevated by raising the lamp current.
We know that the observed near-plateau in deliver-

able TIC is not due to a limitation in the primary
ionization rate, RP. Our earlier experiments established
that significant gains in primary photoion current can
be obtained by raising the dopant flow rate, up to and
above°100°�l°min�1°[28].°These°experiments°also°proved
that raising the lamp current always increases the
primary photoion current, regardless of the dopant
flow rate. In the Theory section, however, we discussed
how diminishing returns in TIC are expected, with
increased primary ionization rate, because of the qua-
dratic dependence of the recombination rate on
charged-particle density (see eqs 14 and 15). The results
in°Figures°3°and°4°are°consistent°with°this°theory,°since
diminishing returns in TIC with increases in dopant
flow and lamp current are in fact observed. Hence, we
attribute the apparent limit in deliverable to TIC to the
increased rate of neutralization via recombination that
accompanies the increased production of primary pho-
toions.
Quantitative comparisons between experiment and

theory may also be attempted. With the exception of the
recombination rate constant, �, the parameters required
to calculate the terminal charged particle number den-
sity (using eqs 14 and 15), and thus the TIC, are known
to a reasonable degree of certainty. Precise a priori
determinations of � for our system are problematic,

however, because of the complex, dynamic mixture of
ions present (few of which have been positively identi-
fied) and the scarcity of recombination rate constant
data. Another difficulty is the identities of the negative
charge carriers are uncertain; electrons are initially
produced, but these are rapidly scavenged by oxygen
and other electron capturing impurities in the vapor,
unless°special°cleaning°steps°are°undertaken°[36].°The
best we can do now is then to work backwards and
calculate the � required to yield the empirically-deter-
mined terminal n� values, and then to check if the �
value is reasonable. For example, the TIC obtained at
toluene flow � 100 �l min�1 and lamp current � 1.9
mA is�13 nA, which corresponds to terminal n� 
 7�
108 cm�3. Assuming RP is �5 �A (the measured value
for°similar°conditions°[28],°we°calculate°the°required°�
to°be°about°1.5°�°107°cm3°s�1.°According°to°Siegel°[37],
recombination rate constants for positive ions and ther-
mal electrons are typically about 3 � 107 cm3 s�1, and
sometimes an order of magnitude or more faster for
heavily clustered ions, while positive ion-negative ion
recombination rates may be comparable to, or even an
order of magnitude slower, than positive ion-electron
recombination rates. In the dopant-only case, the
charged species are believed to be predominately un-
clustered positive ions and negative ions. Our calcu-
lated value for � is then within the (broad) range
described by Siegel, so we can say at least that experi-
ment and theory appear to be consistent in this regard.
In°any°event,°the°results°in°Figures°3°and°4°clearly

show that the TIC approaches an asymptotic limit with
increases in dopant flow and lamp current, the factors
which govern the rate of primary ion generation, in
qualitative agreement with theoretical expectations.

Effect of Solvent

We now survey the effects of adding a liquid sample
stream°to°the°source.°Figure°5°shows°spectra°obtained
for the solvents and analytes utilized in these experi-
ments. (Note these spectra do not accurately depict the
true composition of the ions exiting the source reaction
region, because ion-solvent clusters formed in the
source experience irreversible loss of solvent during
their° passage° through° the°dry° curtain° gas° [14,° 39].)
Figure°5a°and°b°are°spectra°of°acridine°in°methanol°and
acetonitrile, respectively, showing its protonated molec-
ular ion (MH�) at m/z � 180, as well as a number of
prominent°background°ions.°Figure°5c°and°d°are°spectra
of 9-MA in methanol and acetonitrile, showing MH� at
m/z � 193, and in this case, significant quantities of M�·

at m/z � 192. No fragment ions from acridine or 9-MA
are observed. Solvent-derived reagent ions are evident
in all the spectra. For methanol, m/z � 51 and 65 are
attributed to (S � H2O � H)� and (2S � H)�, whereas,
for acetonitrile, m/z � 42, 60, and 83 are attributed to (S
�H)�, (S�H2O�H)�, and (2S�H)�. The prominent
background ions in the methanol spectra at m/z � 73,
87, and 101 have not been identified (we have observed
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that they can be eliminated by raising the solvent flow
rate and/or lowering the heater temperature). The
slight differences between the background spectra of
acridine and 9-MA, for the same solvent, are the result
of the different heater temperatures used for vaporiza-
tion (400 °C for acridine, 500 °C for 9-MA). The higher
temperature was found to improve the proton transfer
ionization efficiency for 9-MA at higher solvent flow
rates, though the same effect was not observed for
acridine. Lastly, there are no prominent peaks in the
spectra that are attributable to the toluene dopant. This
shows that the toluene photoions do indeed react to
near completion with both methanol and acetonitrile,
under these conditions, and that the reagent ions used
to transfer a proton to the analytes are derived primar-
ily from the solvents.
Regarding the effect of solvent flow rate on analyte

ionization°efficiency,°Figure°6a°shows°plots°of°acridine
MH� signal versus methanol flow rate, for three fixed
rates°of°toluene°dopant°introduction.°Figure°6b°shows
plots of TIC versus solvent flow rate for the same
conditions. Other than a slight increase at the lowest
solvent flow rates, the general trend is for the MH�

signal to decrease as the solvent flow is increased. The

slightly depressed MH� signal at 25 and 50 �l min�1 is
presumably due to incomplete conversion of dopant
ions to protonated solvent ions. The spectra at methanol
flows°of°25°and°50°�l°min�1°include°many°of°the°ions
previously attributed to toluene impurities (results not
shown); i.e., at low methanol flows, the spectra retain
features°of°the°dopant-only°case°(Figure°2).°It°appears
then that the ions of toluene and its impurities are less
favorable proton transfer reagents than protonated sol-
vent°ions,°since°the°acridine°MH�°signal°is°depressed°in
their presence. For each toluene flow rate, the maxi-
mum MH� signal for acridine is obtained at methanol
flows between 50 and 100 �l min�1, and the sensitivity
decreases by about half upon raising the methanol flow
to 1000 �l min�1. As for the effect of dopant flow, the
data°in°Figure°6a°show°that°the°decline°in°sensitivity°at
higher solvent flow rates can be ameliorated somewhat
by raising the toluene introduction rate from 10 �l
min�1 to 50 or 100 �l min�1, though there is no
significant difference between 50 and 100 �l min�1.
Regarding°the°total°yield°of°ions,°Figure°6b°indicates
that there is a general, continuous decrease in the TIC as
the solvent flow is increased, beginning with the first
introduction of methanol. Like the trend in MH�, the
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Figure 5. Spectra of the analytes and solvents used in these experiments. (a) and (b) are of acridine
in methanol and acetonitrile, respectively, at heater T � 400 °C, while (c) and (d) are of 9-methylan-
thracene (9-MA) in methanol and acetonitrile, at heater T � 500 °C. The solvent flow is 200 �l min�1

and the toluene dopant flow is 20 �l min�1.
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decrease in TIC with solvent flow can be partially offset
by raising the dopant flow from 10 �l min�1 to higher
values, though again, diminishing returns are obtained.
Additional results regarding the relationship be-

tween solvent flow, dopant flow, and the acridine MH�

signal°and°the°TIC,°are°presented°in°Figure°7a°and°b.°In
these experiments, the toluene dopant flow rates were
set as percentages of the methanol solvent flow rate, for
solvent flows of 50, 200, and 1000 �l min�1. The plots in
Figure°7°show°the°usual°steep°increases°in°analyte°signal
and TIC as the dopant flow is initiated, and they also
confirm there are limits to the analyte signal which can
be had by increasing the dopant flow. For each solvent
flow rate, near plateaus in the signal are reached at
dopant flows between 5–10% of the solvent flow. Since
RP is proportional to percent dopant under these con-
ditions, these data demonstrate that beyond a certain
point further increases in RP do not significantly en-
hance the analyte ionization efficiency. One factor that
contributes to this result is that diminishing returns in

reagent ion concentration are obtained as RP is in-
creased, because of recombination, as evidenced by the
regressive° slopes° of° the° plots° in° Figure° 7b,° and° as
previously discussed. It may also be that the reagent ion
population is in excess; i.e., nR/n� of eq 17 is near unity,
so that further increases in nR have little effect (because
they are matched by corresponding increases in n�) and
the ionization efficiency is mainly determined by the
rate constants of proton transfer and recombination. At
this juncture, we are unable to distinguish between the
effects of these two mechanisms, since the trends in
analyte signal and TIC with increases in percent dopant
(and thus RP) are similar.
The°most°important°result°from°Figure°7a°is°that°the

decline in ionization efficiency with increases in solvent
flow cannot be overcome by adding more dopant, since
the apparent asymptote in signal at solvent flow� 1000
�l min�1 is about half that at 50 �l min�1. As discussed
in the Theory section, it is possible that the loss of
sensitivity at higher solvent flow rates is due in part to
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Figure 6. (a) Plots of the acridine MH� signal intensity versus methanol solvent flow rate, for three
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growth of the reagent ion clusters, because the larger
clusters have greater solvation energies and may be
unreactive (see eqs 12 and 13), which may result in a
decline in nR/n� and thus, ionization efficiency (eq 17).
However, this cannot be the only factor because it does
not account for the substantial decrease in TIC; the
apparent TIC limit of �3 nA for methanol flow � 1000
�l min�1 is well below that measured in the absence of
solvent,°�13°nA°(Figure°3).°In°this°case,°the°loss°of°TIC
at higher solvent flow rates is definitely not due to a
corresponding decrease in the primary ionization rate,
because RP can always be increased by adding more
dopant°or°increasing°the°lamp°current°[27]°and°neither
of°these°actions°are°able°to°restore°the°lost°TIC°(Figure
7b,° and°Figure°10,°below).° Instead,°we° suggest° that
another potential consequence of the growth of the
reagent ion clusters with solvent flow is responsible for
the lowering of the limits in both sensitivity and deliv-
erable TIC. Specifically, we propose that the recombi-
nation rate constant, �, increases with the size of the
ion-solvent clusters. We believe this is the only possible
explanation for the decline in TIC with increased sol-
vent flow, when RP°is°constant°(or°increasing°[27])°and
the volumetric flow rate and temperature of the vapor
are fixed. Further, this constitutes a second, more gen-
eral mechanism by which analyte ionization efficiency
may be lowered at higher solvent flow rates, in this case
through a decline in kPT/� (eq 17). Additional support
for our hypothesis may be taken from an observation of
Siegel: recombination rate constants are sometimes an
order of magnitude, or more, faster for heavily clus-
tered°ions°[37].°Siegel’s°comment,°however,°pertains°to
ion-electron recombination, and we cannot say with
certainty that the same trends apply to ion-ion recom-
bination. Summing up, the observed declines in sensi-
tivity and TIC with increases in solvent flow rate are
explainable by an accompanying increase in the recom-
bination rate constant with cluster size, though more
research is required to prove this hypothesis.

Effect of Lamp Current

We now take a closer look at the effect of the lamp
current°setting.°Figure°8a°and°b°show°plots°of°acridine
MH� signal and TIC versus lamp current, obtained
without dopant, using a fixed methanol flow of 200 �l
min�1. In this case, the signal and TIC are both at least
several hundred times lower than when dopant is
added, and they both increase continuously with lamp
current (though the TIC is near the detection limit of the
measurement procedure, and thus noisy). These data
demonstrate that the lamp current does in fact have a
substantial effect on the primary rate of ion production,
which might not have been obvious from the results
presented so far. In our earlier experiments using the
ionization detector, the primary ion current (and thus
I0) increased by 2.5 to 3 times when the lamp current
was°raised°from°0.2°to°2°mA°[28].°In°Figure°8a,°the°same
increase is observed in the signal, for about the same
increase in lamp current. This tells us that the signal is
proportional to I0 under these conditions, even if this is
not the case when dopant is provided. (As an aside, we
note that recombination is not a significant process here,
since for once, diminishing returns in signal with in-
creases in RP are not observed; indeed, for a TIC of �20
pA, the terminal n� is about 10

6 cm�3 and recombina-
tion losses over the 10 ms transport period are calcu-
lated to be negligible.)
Figure°9a°and°b°show°plots°of°acridine°MH�°signal

and TIC versus lamp current, for a range of toluene
dopant flow rates (expressed as a percentage of the
solvent flow rate), for methanol solvent flow � 200 �l
min�1.°Figure°9c°and°d°show°the°same°results°as°Figure
9a°and°b,°respectively,°normalized°to°the°values°ob-
tained at the highest lamp current setting. The results
show that both the signal and TIC increase with lamp
current, but the effect is smaller at higher dopant flows.
The normalized plots show most clearly how the slopes
in signal and TIC versus lamp current become less steep
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Figure 8. (a) Plot of the acridine MH� signal intensity versus lamp current, for methanol flow rate
� 200 �l min�1, without dopant. (b) Plot of the TIC versus lamp current, for the same conditions.
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as the dopant flow is raised. From theory (eqs 4 and 5),
we expect that it should not matter if the requisite
primary ion current is generated by using a relatively
low dopant flow with a high lamp current, or a high
dopant flow with a low lamp current, since either
combination is predicted to yield the same results. The
experimental results appear to support this conclusion,
since the signal and TIC values obtained with lamp
current � 0.2 mA and dopant flow � 4% are close to
those obtained with lamp current� 1.9 mA (I0 about 3.5
to 4 times that of the 0.2 mA case) and dopant flow �
1%. In practice, it is preferable to keep the lamp current
setting at a moderate level and then to add more dopant
as required, since the lifetime of the lamp is inversely
proportional to the power at which it is operated (this
assumes that the impurities introduced with the dopant
do not adversely affect the analysis). Lastly, comparison
of°Figure°9c°and°d°reveals°that°the°signal°does°not°vary
as much as the TIC when the lamp current is raised, at
the higher values of percent dopant; i.e., the extra TIC
gained by raising the lamp current does not result in a
proportional increase in signal. We take this as evidence
supporting the theory that ionization efficiency be-

comes increasingly independent of the reagent ion
concentration, as the reagent ions become increasingly
in excess (eq 17).
Figure°10a°and°b°show°plots°of°acridine°MH�°signal

and TIC versus lamp current, for methanol solvent flow
rates of 50, 200, and 1000 �l min�1, where the toluene
dopant flow is set to 10% of the solvent flow. These data
confirm that raising the lamp current has little effect
under standard conditions, and that the losses in sen-
sitivity and TIC with solvent flow rate cannot be
overcome by adding more photons, in agreement with
theory and our previous discussion.

Effect of Analyte

The final results regard the trends in ionization effi-
ciency with solvent flow rate for different analytes,
acridine and 9-MA, under standard conditions (dopant
flow set to 10% of solvent flow, and lamp current � 0.8
mA).°Figure°11a°and°b°show°plots°of°the°MH�°signal°for
acridine and 9-MA, respectively, versus solvent flow
rate,°for°solvents°methanol°and°acetonitrile.°Figure°11a
shows the by now familiar result that the sensitivity
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Figure 9. (a) Plots of the acridine MH� signal intensity versus lamp current, for a range of toluene
dopant flow rates (indicated as a percentage of the solvent flow), with methanol solvent flow � 200
�l min�1. (b) Plots of the TIC versus lamp current, for the same conditions. (c) and (d) The same as
(a) and (b), respectively, but normalized to the values obtained at the highest lamp current.
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towards acridine decreases gradually as the methanol
flow is increased, and the signal at 1000 �l min�1 is
about half that at the optimum flow (50–100 �l min�1).
A similar result is seen when the solvent is acetonitrile,
though the sensitivity is somewhat diminished relative
to°the°methanol°case.°Figure°11b,°on°the°other°hand,
reveals a striking difference: unlike acridine, the 9-MA
signal drops precipitously as the solvent flow is in-
creased, until it effectively disappears above about 600
�l min�1 (the residual signal at higher flow rates is due
mainly to the small background that was not sub-
tracted). In this case, acetonitrile also provides less
sensitivity than methanol. Control experiments demon-
strated that the trends in the 9-MA signal with varia-
tions in dopant flow rate and lamp current are the same
as those for acridine, so the decline in sensitivity for
9-MA with increased solvent flow cannot be overcome
by increasing the values of these parameters. We at-
tribute the contrast between the results for acridine and

9-MA to differences in both their gas-phase basicities
and solvation energies. Specifically, 9-MA has a rela-
tively low GB value, and it is a carbon base (so its
solvation energy is also relatively low), which means
that 9-MA is less able than acridine (high GB, nitrogen
base) to undergo proton transfer reactions with the
larger protonated solvent clusters with their high sol-
vation energies (see eqs 12 and 13). Note that when the
solvent flow rate is around 100 �l min�1, the 9-MA
sensitivity is fairly high, indicating that the proton
transfer reaction between it and the smaller solvent
cluster ions is exoergic and favored. At the higher
solvent flows, apparently, the growth in size of the
solvent cluster ions, and the attendant increase in their
solvation energies, reduces the population of reagents
capable of ionizing 9-MA, with the ultimate result that
the rate of analyte ion formation, and hence the sensi-
tivity, is diminished. Conversely, acridine’s high GB
and (presumably relatively high) solvation energy com-
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Figure 10. (a) Plots of the acridine MH� signal intensity versus lamp current, for methanol solvent
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bine to render exothermic the proton transfer reaction
between it and the solvent clusters for even the highest
solvent flow tested, since the decline in sensitivity
observed for acridine is relatively small (and explain-
able in part by the deduced increase in the recombina-
tion rate). These results, then, substantiate the theory
that proton transfer ionization efficiency, nMH/nM, is
adversely affected by increases in the solvent flow for
those analytes with relatively low gas-phase basicity
and/or solvation energy, evidently because of a de-
crease in nR/n� with increases in cluster size.

Conclusions

The results of this investigation demonstrate that there
are limits to the sensitivity which can be obtained by
increasing the dopant flow rate and the power of the
discharge lamp, two factors which govern the primary
rate of dopant ion generation in DA-APPI. Theory and
supporting experimental evidence indicate that the re-
combination loss process plays a dominant role in
determining both the maximum deliverable total ion
current and the analyte ionization efficiency. The results
also show that the ionization efficiency of DA-APPI is
diminished at higher solvent flow rates, regardless of
the primary ionization rate. Empirical evidence sug-
gests that this is in part due to an increase in the
recombination rate constant with solvent flow, which is
itself believed to be a result of the accompanying
growth in size of the ion-solvent clusters. However, the
loss of sensitivity with increase in solvent flow is also
compound-dependent: for acridine, a nitrogen base
having high gas-phase basicity, only a minor loss of
sensitivity occurs upon increasing the solvent flow to 1
ml min�1; for 9-methylanthracene, a carbon base having
relatively low gas-phase basicity, increasing the solvent
flow to 1 ml min�1 results in a complete loss of
sensitivity. The loss of sensitivity for 9-MA is attributed
to another consequence of the growth in size of the
ion-solvent clusters within the source: the high solva-
tion energies of the larger protonated-solvent clusters
render them unreactive towards analytes with low
gas-phase basicity and/or low solvation energy. Thus,
the results indicate that analyte ionization efficiency can
be affected by ion-solvent cluster growth at higher
solvent flow rates through two mechanisms: the larger
protonated solvent clusters have higher solvation ener-
gies and are less likely to undergo proton transfer
reactions, and, apparently, larger clusters are more
likely to be neutralized through recombination. The
relative importance of each mechanism will be com-
pound dependent.
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